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A browser extension for Chrome or
Mozilla Firefox. It lets you type Web

URLs quickly in your web browser, and
have the search results, images, text, and
ads in your web browser. In addition to
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search history, your typed URLs are saved
as shortcuts to them in your bookmarks,

and can be listed alphabetically or grouped.
It's available on the Chrome Web Store or

from Mozilla's Add-ons portal. It also
supports custom URL schemes, so you can
have a direct shortcut to an app or website

in your bookmarks. TLF - Add > Add
keyboard shortcut: This will give you the

following options: on the bottom right, you
can select the first choice that you want to
use at the bottom left, you can select the
second choice that you want to use in the
middle, you can select third choice that

you want to use you can also select "share"
and "copy link"  There are also options for
title case and sentence case, and there are
options for numbers and symbols, such as
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commas, periods, and colons.  There is also
a "system defaults" option, which will

allow you to set up keyboard shortcuts for
the App by system, or by browser.  On a
Mac, you can use the keyboard to add a
shortcut by choosing one of the methods

from the menu: [Command] Option
[Command], Option [Key], or Enter.  To

remove a shortcut, click on the name of the
shortcut.  Q: Do you have a keyboard

shortcut that I can't find? A: Try changing
the shortcut to a control-letter shortcut like

CMD+C (or SHIFT+CMD+C), or
ALT+TAB.   Q: Do you have a keyboard
shortcut that starts with a "win" instead of

a control letter? A: Try changing the
shortcut to a modifier shortcut, such as

SHIFT, or CTRL. Q: My keyboard
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shortcuts are not working. A: Go to your
keyboard and make sure all of the keys are

turned on. Q: What's the difference
between a keyboard shortcut and an App
launcher? A: Both are tools that let you
easily access things quickly. Keyboard

shortcuts are usually used with software,
whereas an App launcher is usually used

with mobile phones. 3e33713323
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